In-phase signal intensity loss in solid renal masses on dual-echo gradient-echo MRI: association with malignancy and pathologic classification.
The purposes of this study were to determine the prevalence of in-phase signal intensity loss on dual-echo gradient-echo MRI in solid renal masses using visual and quantitative techniques and to test for any association between in-phase signal intensity loss and pathologic classification. The renal MRI studies of 177 patients (192 solid masses consisting of 166 renal cell carcinomas [RCCs], four malignant non-RCCs, and 22 benign tumors) were qualitatively reviewed by two blinded readers for visual evidence of relative in-phase signal intensity loss. For lesions without visual evidence, whole-lesion ROIs were used to attempt quantification of subtle signal intensity loss between opposed- and in-phase images (signal intensity loss index). Visual in-phase signal intensity loss was noted in 18% of clear cell RCC, 42% of papillary RCC, and no benign lesions. There was significant correlation between malignancy and visual signal intensity loss (Fisher exact test, p = 0.0092). Visual signal intensity loss was predictive of papillary RCC over clear cell RCC (odds ratio, 5.79; p = 0.0002) in logistic regression analysis of all RCCs, controlling for size. Quantitative assessment of remaining lesions provided no additional diagnostic benefit. Visible in-phase signal intensity loss is relatively common within solid renal masses and was associated with RCC and particularly papillary RCC (among all RCCs) in our population. Quantitative analysis in lesions without visible signal intensity loss was not predictive of RCC. Further work should be performed to validate the usefulness of this additional imaging parameter to help characterize renal masses and to determine the impact of this finding on imaging techniques potentially sensitive to susceptibility effects.